How To Order
46 Series Double Solenoid for MAConnect™

46A - X X X - X X - JXXP - X XX

**Body Type**
- 0: Base Only No Valve
- N: Dbl. Sol. Base Mount Body
- P: Dbl. Sol. Base Mount Body w/ Gage Port

**Style**
- 0: Valve Only
- M: MACconnect

**Port Size and Thread Type**
- 0: Valve Only
- A: 1/8" NPTF
- B: 1/8" BSPPL
- C: 1/8" BSPTR
- F: 5/32" Pressed In Tube Receptacle

**Base Electrical**
- 0: Valve Only
- B: Dbl. Sol. Plug-In to Left
- F: Dbl. Sol. Plug-In to Right

**Configuration**
- 0: Valve Only
- L: Bottom Cyls

**Parts**
- 28502: Exhaust Isolator
- 28501: Inlet Isolator
- M-46002: Valve Blanking Plate
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